President Annual Report
Marc Anthony Cubeta
July 17, 2021
The following is a summary of activity since the mid-year Council meeting. I want to thank
members of the Society, Executive and General Councils, and The Rees Group for their
valuable input and support.
1) Botany 2021 virtual meeting. Cooperated and interacted with Heather Hallen-Adams,
MSA Program Chair, Melanie Link-Perez, Botanical Society of America (BSA) Program
Chair, Johanne Stogran, BSA Conference Director, MSA Council and members, and The
Rees Group to develop and organize the joint society annual meeting with the American
Society of Plant Taxonomists, American Fern Society, International Association of Plant
Taxonomists, Society of Herbarium Curators, and BSA.
2) Diversity initiatives. Worked closely with the Diversity and Inclusion Committee and
Council to renew our membership in the Societies Consortium on Sexual Harassment in
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and Medicine (STEMM), support the
MSA Ambassador’s Exchange Program initiative, and provide a letter of collaboration to
partner with nine scientific societies (American Society of Mammologists, Animal
Behavior Society, Association of Field Ornithologists, BSA, Ecological Society of
America, Entomological Society of America, Society for the Study of Amphibians and
Reptiles, Soil Science Society of America, and The Wildlife Society) on an National
Science Foundation LEAding cultural change through Professional Societies (LEAPS)
proposal. The proposal creates an educational framework to develop and foster an inclusive
environment for Black students in STEM disciplines to extend their professional networks
and interactions within and across professional societies.
3) Demographic survey. Participated in an anonymous multiple society demographic
survey administered by Dr. Nicholas Burnett, University of California-Davis, to
characterize how organizations in STEM fields collect, manage, and use demographic
information from their affiliates and members. The survey only asked questions about
MSA practices and not about individuals or requests for personal data.
4) MSA Auction. MSA leadership and The Rees Group communicated a request to the
attorney and trustee of Nancy Weber Smith’s estate to provide MSA members with an
opportunity to purchase books in the Weber Smith mycological library that were
bequeathed to the Society before they were offered for sale to non-MSA members. The
request was granted, and all books were sent to The Rees Group for inclusion in the Botany
2021 virtual meeting MSA auction. Proceeds from the book sale will be donated to MSA.
5) Membership and Donation. An ad hoc advisory committees chaired by Mary Berbee
was formed to interface with Membership Committee Chair Teresa Pawlowska to
streamline and develop a user-friendly donation process coupled with membership renewal
and revision of membership categories and dues.
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6) Contract renewals.
a) Taylor & Francis - The Mycologia contract renewal process is ongoing with a
proposed
timeline for completion by October 2021 pending legal consultation, further
negotiation with
Taylor & Francis, and approval by Council.
b) The Rees Group - The contract renewal process is currently being discussed and will
be
initiated in August 2021 with a tentative timeline for completion by December 2021.
We
have been extremely happy and satisfied with our interactions with Taylor & Francis
and
The Rees Group and look forward to our continued positive interactions with them
in the
future.
7) Karling Annual Lecture. A brief biography of John Karling was developed with
assistance
from Meredith Blackwell. This biography will be read prior to introducing the annual
Karling
Lecturer at the Botany 2021virtual and future meetings. A more comprehensive
article on
Karling’s life and mycological contributions is currently being prepared for
publication in the
fall 2021 edition of Inoculum.
8) Mycological Memoirs: The Storied Fungus Series. A video conversation with
Meredith
Blackwell was developed and plans are in place to develop additional video
conversations with
MSA members in 2021-22.
9) Proposed motions. - The following four proposed motions are currently being
discussed.
a) For MSA to encourage a debate on a current and contentious key topic related to our
discipline at the annual meeting that will be published in Mycologia.
b) To provide recognition and free Open Access following selection of an outstanding
seminal paper(s) published in Mycologia each year.
c) For Mycologia authors to add a land acknowledgement section to article format.
d) To revise MSA membership categories and dues.
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Respectfully submitted,
Marc Anthony Cubeta
MSA President
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Annual Report of the MSA President-Elect • July 3, 2021
Dear colleagues,
It’s my honor to present my Annual Report as President-Elect of the MSA.
In the past year, I have worked with MSA leadership and The Rees Group (TRG) to address
concerns relevant to our society. It has been a particularly great honor to work closely with MSA
President Marc Cubeta, who has been a superb mentor, and with all members of our Executive
Council (EC). I am grateful to you all for the inclusive, responsible, and proactive examples you
set. Thank you! Special thanks go to Marin Talbot Brewer for keeping us all so organized.
As a member of our EC I have provided advice and support to MSA Vice President Kerrigan with
regard to MSA elections, contributed to revising several sections of our Manual of Operations,
contributed to the planning process for the MSA auction at our 2021 annual meeting (with major
thanks to all leading that effort), and engaged in discussions regarding long-term planning,
financial and otherwise, for our society.
Over the past year I have served on the MSA Education Committee, contributing to discussions
and plans for initiatives that highlight our outstanding educators and showcase the ways in which
so many MSA members contribute to educating future generations of mycologists (and friends of
mycology). I thank that committee for its excellent work and am thrilled to see educators in MSA
being highlighted in Inoculum.
In the past year I have worked with colleagues on advancing the new MSA Ambassador
Interchange program, collaborating to establish guidelines, write and share a call for awards, and
publish an article in Inoculum. I have appreciated the chance to work closely with a terrific team -MSA Councilors, the MSA Student Section, the MSA Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee,
the Rees Group, and our EC on this exciting initiative to grow the diversity and inclusiveness of
our society. The team has made the first awards as of this time and we look forward to updates
ahead.
Since our last annual meeting I have served as our society’s liaison to the American Institute of
Biological Sciences (AIBS). I attended their (virtual) annual meeting on Strengthening the
Bioeconomy and have relayed news and action items from AIBS to the EC. The latter led to our
submission of a public comment opposing the previous federal administration’s proposal to
restrict the duration of student visas for graduate students from selected countries. In late June
2021, we were informed that the Department of Homeland Security has withdrawn the proposal,
such that the length of stays for students is no longer at risk. Via AIBS I have registered for a
Congressional District Visit to highlight for lawmakers the importance of mycology and fungal
herbaria/fungaria, and I have encouraged members of our EC to do the same.
Since the start of 2021 I have served as Review Editor for Mycologia. In this role I began a new
effort to recruit diverse new voices to develop timely and synthetic reviews with high impact and
citation potential. The first reviews will be submitted in early fall 2021. Concurrently I am recruiting
an Executive Editor for Mycologia with expertise in fungal ecology, to take my place in a role I
have enjoyed greatly for the past four and a half years. I thank Chris Schardl (current) and Brian
Shaw (past) for superb work in the role of Managing Editor, and our team of Executive Editors for
their collegiality and hard work (thanks Priscila Chaverri, Rosa Mouriño Pérez, and Brandon
Matheny). I have contributed to reviewing our publishing contract and look forward to our
upcoming meeting with our Advisory Board. Thank you to MSA members who have elected to
send their excellent work to our flagship journal.
Finally, I am in contact with local organizers to help plan ahead for our exciting 2022 MSA Annual
Meeting in Gainesville, Florida, to be held July 10-14, 2022. Like so many of us, I am looking
forward to a time in which we can come together in person again.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve our society and I look forward to the coming months.
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Please take care and thank you all for your contributions to our discipline and community.
Respectfully submitted,
A. Elizabeth (Betsy) Arnold, President-Elect, Mycological Society of America

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
Summary of activities since assuming office at the MSA mid-year meeting held virtually 12
February 2021. This report is organized following the responsibilities of the Vice President
according to the MSA Manual of Operations (MOP).
Member of Council and Executive Council
Engaged in numerous meetings, discussions, and votes. Details of some of those items are
presented elsewhere following MSA guidelines.
Identify potential meeting sites for the next unassigned annual meeting
Potential meeting sites for the 2023 meeting are being investigated. Efforts to establish
potential locations and local organizer options were initiated and will continue. Accessibility,
attractiveness of the setting, affordability, and local perspectives on diversity are being
considered in making the final proposals. VP Kerrigan will discuss planning with President-Elect
Arnold and President Cubeta prior to being presented for approval by Council.
Organize and conduct the balloting for all elected officers
Elections were done in collaboration with the Nominations Committee and the MSA
membership. Following the MOP, all society members were emailed blast messages with a
request for nominations for each elected office, with a reminder about improving diversity and
gender balance of nominations. Nomination details were included in the mid-year report. A
spring election ballot was sent to the MSA membership on 22 April, 6 May, and 17 May 2021.
Elected and non-elected candidates were contacted shortly after the deadline. The following
MSA members were elected: Cathy Aime (Vice President), Emily Cantonwine (Executive Vice
President), Tanya Cheeke (Ecology & Conservation Councilor), Jessie Uehling (Systematics
&Evolution Councilor), Antonis Rokas (Genetics & Cell Biology Councilor), and Marisol SanchezGarcia (Symbiosis & Pathology Councilor). Newly elected members were encouraged to attend
the upcoming Council meeting as a non-voting guest and will assume responsibilities for their
respective position at the end of the MSA annual business meeting on 22 July 2021. Election
results were published in the Inoculum June edition.
On a personal note, I thank the membership for the opportunity to serve MSA and our
discipline, and Council for considering this report.
Sincerely,
Julia L. Kerrigan
MSA Vice President
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Past-President’s Report
July 9, 2021
Anne Pringle
My principal roles over the last year have been to advise and help however I can,
mentoring and offering my thoughts on subjects ranging from Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) to historical books:
DEI Issues:
--DEI issues continue to (rightfully) take up a lot of energy. This year we grappled
with the question of whether to put out a statement about the capital riots. On the
one hand, we did put out a statement about BLM last summer, and so there is
precedent, however, the riots seem a different kind of event and how far MSA should
stray into subjects deemed political (and not directly DEI) is an open question. Great
thanks to Matt Kasson for organizing a symposium at MSA/BSA 2021 to begin a
discussion of these questions.
--Land Acknowledgements: it seems a really good idea to offer these as an option to
Mycologia authors, however, a bad LA does harm and so we need to be sure to 1.
Offer guidance to authors, so that they are done right and 2. Be careful not to include
any LA when the politics are massively controversial, for example, we can all think
of countries where land is in active conflict and a LA might be used as a tool to
control or manipulate.
--Code of Conducts: when MSA developed our meeting CoC we sought professional
help and paid for it. We may need to do the same to develop a CoC for the society.
We cannot supersede the authority of a university or granting agency’s Title IX or
ethics office. We CAN control our meetings and membership in our society.
Inoculum:
--I continue to help with Inoculum but am happy to say Michaela Schmull and Cori
VanGalder are basically doing it on their own, now. I’ll continue to stick around and
help whenever they need it.
--I note we’ve now developed two brochures advertising what was done with the
funds given to us by our anonymous donor. Both were published in Inoculum. It
would be good to follow up with that donor and make sure he’s happy.
Virtual MSA/BSA 2021:
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My role here has been to record the video announcing awards, both the
Distinguished Awards and Honorary Awards. I’ll be glad when we’re not recording
so much/ when we are back to live meetings: I can’t wait for Gainesville.
Nancy Weber Smith bequest:
I’ve been helping to explore and document the very generous donation of books
made by NWS to MSA. Her aim was to help MSA generate money, but some of the
books may not be appropriate for a live auction: perhaps they should go to libraries
with rare book collections. Some of the less valuable books have lovely, sweet
inscriptions to or from A.H. Smith. Perhaps the books with inscriptions from A.H.
Smith to his family should be kept as a collection, somewhere.
Two unfinished jobs:
--Marin Talbot Brewer and I still must finalize our massive revisions to the MOP
--I am still working with Cori VanGalder and Bill Stoeffler to rework our website:
many, many changes are needed.
There are other small jobs that have come up this year, like last year, it’s been
eventful – Marc and I tried to help a film crew with a documentary, there was a very
successful fundraising “challenge” aimed at raising money for Food Banks and MSA,
there are ongoing discussions of accounting, finances, gifts, membership, etc. But I
think this report is probably long enough!
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2021 Annual Report of the Executive Vice President
A summary of activities since assuming the duties of EVP after the 2020 annual meeting
in MSA: From the Cloud is as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

•

The last business meeting minutes of the 2020 MSA Annual Business meeting from
MSA from The Cloud were published on the MSA website https://msafungi.org/msameeting-minutes-and-reports/. The 2020 annual council meeting minutes from The
Cloud have been compiled and posted to the MSA website.
Committee members, officers and representatives of the MSA rotating off their
positions were contacted and thanked for their service to the MSA.
Worked with President Marc Cubeta to identify MSA members fill remaining
committee vacancies.
New committee members, officers and representatives of the MSA were contacted
and provided with a list a committee members and relevant section(s) of the MSA
Manual of Operations.
MSA website documents were updated and sent to The Rees Group for publication on
the MSA website and include: MSA Constitution and By-laws, MSA Manual of
Operations, MSA Awards Committees and MSA roster.
Conducted 14 email polls as follows:
o 2020-06—Approval of the Karling Annual Lecture Committee candidates
o 2020-07—Approval of MSA Interchange Fund
o 2020-08—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination of Anna Ronikier
o 2020-09—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination of Joey Tanney
o 2020-10—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination of Posy Busby
o 2020-11—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination of Michael Freitag
o 2020-12—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination of Soo Chan Lee
o 2020-13—Request for Emeritus Member Status for Estelle Levetin
o 2021-01—Request for Emeritus Member Status for Michael Vincent
o 2021-02—Request for Emeritus Member Status for Jim Trappe
o 2021-03—Mycologia Associate Editor Nomination Artur Alves
o 2021-04—Honorary Awards recommendation of MSA Fellows
o 2021-05— Honorary Awards recommendation of MSA Fellows
o 2021-06— Honorary Awards recommendation of MSA Fellows
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Worked with Executive Council, the Awards Coordinator, the Program Chair, and
The Rees Group on the spring ballot, calls for membership renewals, the call for
nominations of officers for MSA council, calls for student, mentor travel, honorary,
distinctions and research awards and 2021 meeting announcements.
The spring ballot was assembled with Vice President Julia Kerrigan. The ballot
included approval of amendments to the MSA Constitution and Bylaws for
eliminating redundant overly detailed information on committees. The ballot included
removal of inactive committees and society representatives.
Prepared three Executive VP columns for Inoculum (October 2020, February 2021,
June 2021 issues)
Worked with President Marc Cubeta to organize the agenda for Midyear Executive
Council Meeting; made arrangements for the meeting via conference; contacted
officers and committee chairs to submit midyear reports; compiled the agenda and
packet for meeting
Wrote and posted the minutes of the 2021 Midyear Executive Council Meeting to the
MSA website.
Worked with President Marc Cubeta and Executive Council to organize the agenda
for the annual Business Meeting and Council Meeting; contacted officers and
committee chairs to submit annual reports; and compiled the agenda and packet for
the meeting.
Worked with Cori Van Galder and Executive Council to make major revisions and
updates to the MOP.
Responded to email and other inquiries addressed to the MSA
The deaths of the following members of MSA were reported:
o Nancy Smith Weber – December 19, 2020
o Jack Rogers – June 14, 2021
174 new members from 17 countries joined MSA since the last annual meeting and
will be presented for approval by member vote via email:
o Australia: Justin Chan, Susie Webster
o Canada: Nourin Aman, Alexandre Brassard, Jaclyn Dee, Zeinab Robleh
Djama, Annette Dodge, Katherine Drotos, Sharmin Gamiet, Maxime Murphy,
Tara Rintoul, Catherine Robidas, Kirsten Slusarenko
o China: Nigel Hywel-Jones
o Colombia: Martha Cardenas, Natalia Vargas, Aída Marcela Vasco Palacios
o France: Monique Gardes, Melanie Roy, Agnese Seminara
o Germany: Carlos Aguilar-Trigueros, Jaqueline Hess
o India: Yu Fukasawa
o Italy: Francesco Dovana
o Mexico: Maria Dolores Camacho López, Juan Pulido, Virginia Ramirez Cruz,
Lucia Romero Hernández, Lluvia Beatriz Vargas Gastélum
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Pakistan: Abdul Rehman Niazi
Philippines: Santiago Emil Joson
South Africa: Tuan Duong, Angel Maduke, Bernard Slippers, Dee Twiddy
Sweden: Faheema Kalsoom Khan
Taiwan: Pei-Yu Lin, Ko-Hsuan Chen
United Kingdom: Rudy Diaz, James Irvine
United States: João Araújo, Page Baluch, Jordan Baumbach, Mary Berecka,
Rachel Berner, Meg Branine, Breanna Chase, Brian Clauss, Peter Coggan,
Courtney Copper, Andrew Cortese, Jonathan del Rosario, Sergio Gabriel
Peralta, Melody Godby, Benjamin Gonzalez, Lauren Gritzmacher, Colin
Haley, Rebecca Harkness, Christopher Helton, Lori Huberman, Dillon
Husbands, Abigail Ireland, Patricia Kaishian, Nina Knight, Joao
Kopytowskifilho, Kyle Landry, Hui-Ling Liao, Madeline Lueck, Victoria
Luizzi, Jessie Marlenee, Shelby Meador, Talia Michaud, Abigail Neat, Dennis
Oliver, Teresa O’Meara, Aaron Onufrak, Rolando Perez, Anne Polyakov,
Annika Rose-Person, Stephanie Sage, Alexis Sullivan, Andrea Talbot, Marie
Trest, Preston Truett, Kelcie Walther, Leanne Westvang, Jason Westvang,
Sarah Winkowski, KC Cifizzari, Trin Cooper, Michael Freitag, Paula GomezZapata, Matthew Koons, Keerthi Mandyam, Thuy Nguyen, James O'Donnell,
Naamon Peyton, David Rust, Michaela Schmull, Hannah Vandersheuren,
Aaron Windsor, Rajaa Abdulrazzaq, Abeer Alqurashi, Joseph Andracchio,
Austen Apigo, Bolívar Aponte Rolón, Suzette Baldwin, Yishai Barak, Uthman
Babatunde, Jessica Bernardin, John Bickel, Laura Bogar, Robin Bradley,
Corbin Bryan, Cynthia Bujanda, Gail Celio, Nadia Chacko, Robin Choudhury,
Joseph Cinderella, Maria Izabel Costa de Novaes, Ernesto da Silva, Nabin
Dangal, Hannah Dea, Cassandra Ettinger, Charlotte Francoeur, Nikita
Gambhir, Jeff Garnas, Juanita Gil Bedoya, Jasmine Grey, Glen Groben, Cade
Robert Harris, Jacob Heil, Madeline Henrickson, Son Hoang, Omoanghe
Isikhuemhen, Erin James, Yi-Hong Ke, Laura Kelleher, Alexandra Kessler,
Lily Khadempour, Eben Klein, Claudia Kumar, Abigail LaBella, Brittany
Lebert, Serenella Linares, Dan Liu, Reid Longley, Allison Lord, Justina
Martelli, Colin McManus, Nicholas Medina, Dan Meyers, Miguel NaranjoOrtiz, Viviana Ortiz-Londono, Claudia Paez, Eric Pecina, Taylor Portman,
Paul Price, Paul Przbylowicz, Luis Alberto Ramirez Camejo, Lauren Ré, Justin
Shaffer, Jenifer Shapland, Kristen Sharpe, Katie Summers, Hannah Tomczak,
Jane van der Schaaf, Jacob Venable, Emma Wallace, Emily Walsh, Clara
Weidman, Mike Wiberg, Aric Wiest
o Uruguay: Sebastián Martínez
Three members were approved by Council for Emeritus status since the 2020 annual
report and will be presented for approval by member vote at the Business Meeting:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
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o Estelle Levetin, University of Tulsa, member since 1971
o Michael Vincent, Miami University of Ohio, member since 1979
o Jim Trappe, Oregon State University, member since 1958
Respectfully submitted,
Marin Brewer

Treasurer’s Report
July 2, 2021
Table 1. MSA Financial Position as of 31 December, 2020 and 31 May, 2021
Assets
31 Dec 2020
31 May 2021
Current assets
Checking/Savings – US
4
58
Bank
Checking/Savings –
318,138
415,162
Park Bank
Total Checking/Savings
318,143
415,220
Other Current Assets
TDAmeritrade–
1,986,326
2,125,986
Combined
Prepaid Expenses
Total Other Current
1,986,326
2,125,986
Assets
Total Assets
2,304,469
2,541,206
Liabilities and Net
Assets
Accounts Payable
Long Term Liabilities
(inc. deferred
memberships)
Total Current
Liabilities
Total Liabilities
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1,356
26,333

1,356
4,115

27,689

5,470

27,689

5,470

Excess Revenue over
Expenditures (net
income)

301,530

209,064

Total Equity

2,276,780

2,535,677

Total Liabilities and
Equity

2,304,469

2,541,148
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Table 2. Revenue and Expenses
Ordinary Revenue
Donations
Auction
T-shirt sales
Meeting
Membership Dues
Publication (Mycologia)
Additional revenue
Total Ordinary
Revenues
Other income
(investment)
Total Gross Revenue
Expenses
General - administrative,
dues, insurance, postage,
misc.
Grants and Awards
Meeting
Officer Expenses
Management
Publication
Editorial Travel to
Meeting
Membership expenses
Travel speakers
Web/internet
Investment expense
Total Expenses
Excess Revenue over
Expenses

31 Dec 2020

As of 31 May, 2021

24,902
2,256
545
3925
53,167
114,624
111,089 (royalty)
3,535 (subscriptions)
-----199,420

1589
41,388
121,425
118,304 (royalty)
3,120 (subscriptions)
164,401

224,136

144,329

423,556

258,897

8,445

3,541

26,114
14,035
------50,783 (Rees Group)

4,000*
21,371
($4,272 per month)

640 (travel)
Deferred to 2021*
------

12,172
-

2,460
-----4,044
15,502
122,023

1,199
2,982
4,568
49,833

301,533

209,064

Investments: As of May 30, 2021, the combined investment account had a balance
of $2,125,986, comprised of $531,497 in pooled operating funds and $1,594,490 in
pooled endowment funds, reflecting an increase of $139,660 since December 31,
2020. This represents a 6% increase from the beginning of the year. In fiscal year
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2020, MSA investments increased by 12%. There is some concern that inflation will
affect the market, however the market may benefit by attracting investors who want
to escape inflation. Increasing vaccination rates and a return to more normal
conditions may result in better economic conditions and increased equity returns.
Our investment advisor, David Middleton believes that the account is well balanced
for future change. Spending between 2 - 6% in line with the Investment Policy
Statement of the Financial Committee is supported. He recommends moving
approximately $165K out of the checking account into the investment account to
maintain a balance of $250K, as per the recommendation of the Financial
Committee. This was done at the end of June, 2021. Some additional expenses
anticipated in 2021 include awards (see below), 2021 publication costs
of Mycologia, and reimbursement of meeting registration costs of Mycologia editors.
Values of the MSA Endowment Accounts are shown in Table 3.
Awards: A total of $36,700 will be paid in 2021 for Research, Student and
Distinction awards. In addition, $3000 (maximum) in travel awards may be
deferred to the 2022 meeting in Gainesville, along with an additional $15,470
deferred (maximum) to the 2022 meeting from awards granted in 2020.
Membership: Membership revenue is down compared to 2020 (from $53,167 to
$41,388) as of May 31. It is hoped that additional people will renew their
memberships in order to attend the virtual MSA/BSA meeting.
Donations: Donations to date are alarmingly low, with only $1,589 received so far
in the 2021 membership year. Total donations in 2020 were $24,902. This
underscores the need for a successful auction.
Publications: Publication royalties are higher in 2021 although subscriptions are
somewhat lower. In addition, the bill for publication for 2020 ($12,091) was not received
by TRG until January 2021. Assuming that the 2021 bill is also paid during the current
year, our net will be comparably lower. Members of the Mycologia Editorial Board can
have their 2021 meeting registration fee reimbursed.
Administrative: The major administrative cost is our contract with The Rees
Group ($4,232/month). Additional expenses include: accounting fees ($105); bank
fees ($33); copying, postage and phone ($129); dues and fees to other organizations
($500).
Student Section: I work with the Treasurer of the Student Section, Soleil Young, to
maintain the financial records of the Student Section and to reconcile its account
with that maintained by The Rees Group.
Respectfully submitted,
Jessie A. Glaeser
MSA Treasurer
Table 3: Balances of Board-Designated and Named Funds
Dec 31, 2019
December 31, 2020
Temporarily
Permanently
Donations
Temporarily
Permanently Donations
Fund
Restricted

Restricted

2019
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Restricted

Restricted

2020

Board
Designated
Meredith
Blackwell Best
Oral
Forest Fungi
NAMA
Fellowship
Applied
Mycology Fund
Fungal
Diversity
Survey
MSA Diversity
Award
Anonymous
Endowment
John Taylor
Best Oral
Travel Funds
Constantine
Alexopoulos
A.W.
Barksdale/J.P.
Raper
Howard
Bigelow
Margaret Barr
Bigelow
Edward E.
Butler
William C.
Denison
Harry Morton
Fitzpatrick
EmersonFuller-Whisler
Richard P. Korf
Everett S.
Luttrell
Harry D. Thiers
James M.
Trappe

13966

780

13966

10465
0

10440
2000

10465

24,839

24,839

3070

895

3070

8136

2042

8848

40,000

712

40,000

9090

60

9090

125

7,975

11,618

3,549

6,054

7965

11588

3550

6054

6917

10728

100

6,917

10,728

6568

13206

1100

6,568

13,206

6593

11013

335

6,593

11,013

8022

12312

100

8,024

12,320

6126

10002

10

6,126

10,002

5491

13616

5,492

13,616

6213
8655

12912
14580

300
20

6,213
8,655

12,912
14,580

7174
6385

28117
13933

125
187

7,180
6,401

28,135
13,982
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40

10

25
65

Francis A.
Uecker
Kenneth Wells
Hope and
Orson K. Miller
Gilbertson
Charles Kramer
Simmons
Research
Funds
A.H. and H.V.
Smith
Martin Baker
Research
Myron Backus
Constantine
Alexopoulos
Clark T.
Rogerson
John S. Karling
R.W.
Lichtwardt
John Rippon
Graduate
Research
Undergraduate
Research
S. BartnickiGarcia
Simmons
Student Section
Fund
Unrestricted
donations

3227

11251

3,227

11,251

2540
18201

8976
26160

200
465

2,546
18,207

8,994
26,179

25
25

7426
6909
154

12045
10224
36259

120

7,451
6,909
154

12,120
10,259
36,259

100

23444

26273

75

23,443

26,273

45353

57715

85

45,353

57,715

22415
12419

47823
20099

70
160

22,415
12,419

47,823
20,099

18723

25393

50

18,723

25,393

9679
-2633

10703
15392

100
270

9,679
-2,633

10,703
15,392

9857

380

9,857

1596

275

1,646

16250

220

16,250

110

17,877
2,408

17877
1996

Totals
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50

412

3703

125

24902

1,589

MSA Council Meeting
Mycologia Editorial Board Report
A. Elizabeth Arnold
Priscila Chaverri
P. Brandon Matheny
Rosa Mouriño Pérez
Christopher Schardl
Brian Shaw
Publication
Mycologia issue 113 (3) has been published, and issue 113 (4) is on track for
publication in July. The journal has continued on-time printing of all issues
throughout 2020-2021.
In 2020 Mycologia published 77 research papers, two memorials and one editorial.
Topics included Biochemistry/Physiology (5 papers), Ecology (3), Evolution (2),
Ethnomycology (1), Genetics/Molecular Biology (2), Genomics (1),
Morphology/Development (4), Plant Pathogens (12) and Systematics (47).
The final issue of 2020 was a special issue on Animal-Associated Fungi, organized by
Danny Haelewaters and Matt T. Kasson.
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So far, 43 papers have been published in the first three issues of volume 113. These
include one associated with the Karling Lecture by Prof. Regine Kahmann, and a
Review article.
Editorial Board
Chris Schardl transitioned from Review Editor to Managing Editor as of January 1,
2021, whereupon Betsy Arnold assumed duties as Review Editor. Betsy Arnold also
continues to serve as an Executive Editor while seeking a replacement with
appropriate expertise in fungal ecology. Brandon Matheny will rotate off as EE at the
end of 2021, so a new EE, preferably with expertise in Basidiomycota and
systematics must be identified.
The Editors welcomed six new Associate Editors this year: Artur Alves, Posy Busby,
Michael Freitag, Soo Chan Lee, Anna Ronikier, and Joey Tanney.
Currently, the Mycologia Editorial Board has 16 regular AEs. Of those, one will finish
a second 3-year term at the end of 2021 and seven at the end of 2023. Replacements
will need to be identified for those who complete two terms as AE. Two AEs will
complete their first term at the end of 2022 and six at the end of 2023. They will be
eligible for a second consecutive term if the EEs invite them and they agree to serve.
As a reminder to Editorial Board members, they are entitled to reimbursement for
expenses to attend the annual meeting of the MSA up to a limit of up to $600 in
registration and $1,000 in travel expenses, or (if unable to attend the MSA meeting),
expenses to attend another relevant meeting with approval of the President and up
to a limit of $800.
Journal Metrics
The 2020 impact score (IS; Scopus) for the journal was 2.31. This is a rise from 2019
(IS = 2.19), though still down from previous years [IS = 2.85 (2018), 2.99 (2017)].
The drop from 2019 is attributable to three papers from 2016 that dropped out of
the citation window:
Spatafora et al. (2016) A phylum-level phylogenetic classification of
zygomycete fungi based on genome-scale data (123 citations).
Hibbett et al. (2016) Sequence-based classification and identification of Fungi
(26 citations).
Deshpande et al. (2016) Fungal identification using a Bayesian classifier and
the Warcup training set of internal transcribed spacer sequences (25
citations)
At least one more recent Mycologia paper is receiving citations comparable to the
latter two papers:
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Vega (2018) The use of fungal entomopathogens as endophytes in biological
control: a review.
The IS is generally similar to IF, but the 2020 IF was unavailable as of this report.
The IS and IF metrics are controversial, but still tend to be the go-to metrics for
many administrative and even government assessments. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting other metrics, which generally show favorable trends for Mycologia:
•
•
•

Total Cites: 7346 (2016), 7318 (2017), 7711 (2018), 7596 (2019).
Median citations per article remained steady at 2.
SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) quartiles: Ecology, Evolution, Behavior and
Systematics (Q1); Plant Science (Q1); Genetics (Q2); Medicine
(miscellaneous) (Q2); Physiology (Q2); Cell Biology (Q3); Molecular Biology
(Q3). (https://www.resurchify.com/impact/details/19814/ access date 13
June 2021)

Submissions and Manuscript Reviews
In CY 2020 there were 291 submissions (correcting for withdrawals, removals and
manuscripts sent back to authors). Final decisions were rendered on 277
manuscripts: 83 Accept (30 %), 194 Reject (70 %). Of the rejections, 111 were
without review (desk-rejections).
In CY 2021 to date (1-JAN-2021 to 15-JUN-2021) there have been 94 submissions
(compared to 120 and 152 for the same time periods in 2019 and 2020,
respectively). In that same time period in 2021, there have been 193 decisions: 41
Accept (21 %), 19 Conditional Accept (10 %), 77 Reject (40 %), and 56 Revision
(29%). Of the 102 decisions rendered on first submissions just over half (53) were
rejected without review.
The journal continues to maintain its international appeal. Submissions in 2020
originated from corresponding authors residing in 53 unique countries.
As indicated in Table 1, the recent trend is toward increased times to decision,
especially for revisions 1 and 2. It is possible that the pandemic has been the
primary cause for this trend.
Table 1. Comparison of Average Numbers of Days to Decision*
Year

First

2019
2020
2021 (to
6/15)

39.6
43.9
42.2

Revision
1
26.5
31.8
39.7

Revision
2
12.3
14.3
22.0

19

Revision
3
7.8
9.5
8.7

Revision
4
8.8
5.8
10.7

Revision
5
19.0
-

*NOTE: I (CLS) do not know the basis for the slight disparity between the
average day to first decision in the table above and summary tables
attached below.

However, since 2019 the average days to first decision (Fig. 1) have been holding
steady, and lower than in the prior three years.
80
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6/15)

Figure 1. Average number of days to first decision by year, for manuscripts
submitted to Mycologia.
Future Actions
The Mycologia Editorial Board continues to struggle with efforts to get timely
reviews, as well as timely attention to manuscripts from editors at all stages in the
process. One way to mitigate time pressure on editors and reviewers is deskrejection of manuscripts that are deemed very unlikely to pass the review process.
Considering 2020 and 2021 statistics, it is unclear whether increased stringency will
be needed or helpful.
Other possibilities for accelerating the process may be to reduce the time that a
reviewer is allotted to complete the review, or to provide more frequent reminders
to editors and reviewers. Care must be taken, however, not to discourage potential
reviewers or AEs from accepting assignments.
Another important factor is the number of active AEs. Obviously more AEs with
expertise representing the breadth of mycology helps to distribute the workload.
Recruitment of AEs has not been a trivial task, and the editors greatly appreciate
those in the MSA and mycological community who have stepped up to serve in this
capacity.
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Our new efforts to solicit review articles, including the appointment of a Review
Editor, have been paying off. In 2021 to date we have published a Karling lecture
and a solicited review. Another Karling lecture manuscript is expected imminently,
as is one associated with a Presidential address, and another review article is in
review. As the 2021 Review Editor, Betsy Arnold has solicited eight reviews on
compelling topics in mycology, focusing where possible on diverse early career
faculty.

The MSA Editorial Advisory Committee (Steven Harris, Nicole Donofrio, Christine Hawkes, Bryn
Dentinger) held a brief meeting on June 15th to consider issues that were raised during our first
meeting in November 2020. On the topic of open access (OA) publication, the Committee agrees
that the society should be prepared to respond to any mandates originating from funding
agencies regarding access to published research that is sponsored by the agency. There are
growing trends for example, in the EU, that all sponsored research be made available
immediately. The advisory board wishes to work with MSA council and the Editors of Mycologia
to identify and investigate relevant OA models so that we are best prepared to respond if and
when this issue has to be addressed. The Committee is planning to engage with colleagues in
the American Phytopathological Society to learn how they navigated the switch of their flagship
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journals to an OA format. On the topic of increasing readership of Mycologia, the Committee
further discussed the idea of identifying a set of “grand challenges” that frame the future of
mycology. This could be accomplished in consultation with the Editors of Mycologia, or, through
a survey of attendees at the annual meeting. Once identified, the journal could then solicit
expert reviews for each challenge that would be published in Mycologia. Instead of
“concentrating” the reviews in one issue, they should be spread over multiple issues to
maximize their impact on readership. The committee would welcome further discussion with
Council and the Editors on the merits of this idea and how to implement it.

July 1, 2021
To: Mycologia Society of America Council
Re: Association Management Membership Report, as of July 1, 2021
Prepared and submitted by Cori VanGalder, Membership Coordinator, regarding membership
management and other services provided by The Rees Group, Inc (TRG).
The following report includes:
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•
•
•
•

MSA membership retention services
MSA membership communication
2021 auction preparations to date
Additional management team roles within the MSA

Since March 2019, The Rees Group, Inc., has been very pleased to provide management
services to the Mycological Society of America. Active management team members are as
follows:
•
•
•

Susan Rees, TRG President/CEO
Bill Stoeffler, MSA Account Director
Cori VanGalder, MSA Membership Coordinator

Membership Retention Services
Renewals for the 2021 calendar year are still underway. The initial membership renewal reminder
was sent to 1,191 current or recently lapsed MSA members on September 30, 2020, with followup emails sent on November 18, 2020, December 22, 2020, January 15, 2021, and March 29,
2021. In addition to the emails, 61 paper letters were sent via USPS as membership renewal
reminders to members with no valid email address in the MSA database.
As of July 1, 2021, the MSA membership totaled 846 active members. This consists of 765
renewing, Emeritus, Life, and Honorary members and 81 new members.
Below please see a table of current and past MSA membership information, noting that 2013 –
2018 statistics were provided by previous management companies.

MSA Membership Data as of July 1, 2021
Membership Type
Individual Member
Worldwide 1 YR
Individual Member
Worldwide 2 YR

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

286

287

316

451

469

521

529

546

594

20

7

25

23

Individual Member
Worldwide YR

24

15

Individual Member
Worldwide Auto-Renew

41

17

Post-Doctoral Member
Worldwide

19

20

40

49

Student Member
Worldwide

109

137

206

186

Associate Member
Worldwide 1 YR

22

47

29

Associate Member
Worldwide 2 YR

1

1

Associate Member
Worldwide 3 YR

7

4

2

Associate Member
Worldwide Auto - Renew

3

Additional Family
Member 1 YR

4

4

4

1

1

6

49

49

50

54

16

186

235

164

187

180

40

40

36

17

18

17

7

8

3

6

2

2

Additional Family
Member 2 YR
Additional Family
Member 3 YR
Emeritus Member
Worldwide - No Journal

172

178

180

180

178

164

123

128

123

Emeritus Member
Worldwide - Online
Journal

12

10

8

12

9

16

41

34

51

Sustaining Member
Worldwide

1

1

1

2

1

1

4

4

8

Life Member Worldwide

77

68

70

71

71

69

70

68

4

Affiliated Member
Worldwide 1 YR

1

2

1

3

1

1

24

Affiliated Member
Worldwide Auto-Renew
Discounted Membership
- Developing Country

5

34

2

4

5

5

2

1

1

Honorary Member
Worldwide Online Only

30

30

30

27

28

27

27

26

4

Complimentary Member

12

4

Print Journal
Subscriptions

54
973

982

1059

1137

1043

1078

1098

Total

917

MSA continues to offer one-, two-, or three-year renewal periods, as well as an auto-renewal
option. Members will receive an email in December reminding them that their card will be
charged. There are currently 44 MSA members taking advantage of the various auto-renewal
options.
Additional Management Services
From January 2021 through July 1, 2020, 35 emails were sent to membership and supporters to
keep them informed and engaged in MSA business. These emails consisted of membership
reminders, award nominations, election ballots, student newsletters and symposia notification,
meeting information and Inoculum-related content.
For the 2021 awards, we received 80 applications and nominations for the various MSA awards.
Of those applications, 32 awardees were selected by the appropriate award committees. TRG
worked closely with the Awards Coordinator and Committees in this process. Roles assumed by
TRG during the 2021 Award process include: drafting and sending the call for
applications/nominations and subsequent reminders, moving all applications into folders
accessible to the various review committees and following up on missing information, checking
for valid membership of applicants and nominees where applicable and contacting individuals
who had not yet renewed, creating the shared spreadsheet for committee chairs to update with
awardees, and contacting each awardee after they were notified to request their photo,
biography, and a completed W9 if appropriate. TRG also ordered, proofed, and shipped plaques
for certain awards to these individuals.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Travel Award recipients from 2020 and 2021 will be
able to use their funding for registration for the 2021 virtual meeting with BSA, or travel for the
2022 meeting, which will hopefully be in-person. All other monetary award checks have been
submitted to accounting for issue as of July 1, 2021.
TRG has been working with the program chair, Heather Hallen-Adams and several other MSA
members, along with the 2021 BSA meeting event coordinators to implement an online auction.
The auction this year includes a live component that will be held via Zoom webinar. Auction
donations have begun to come in, and we expect to have the auction site ready to view/bid by the
second week in July.
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Upon approval, TRG updates the MSA website with meeting information and contracted for the
online auction platform. We also worked with members of the Diversity Committee and Student
Section to grant them access to Bonfire, the merchandise site implemented by TRG in 2020. The
Diversity and Student sections have elected to use Bonfire for the sales of T-shirts and other
meeting swag.
To support the selection of the Student Poster and Oral Presentation, we worked with the Student
Awards Committee to create and distribute a call for reviewers to assist in reviewing award
submissions.
The membership coordinator has joined an ad hoc committee with the Endowment and
Membership committees at the invitation of MSA leadership and worked to come up with ways to
increase membership and retain existing members, along with increasing donations to the
Society. One of the identified options is to build a custom application form online that will offer
members the option to make a donation at the same time as renewal/enrollment. This is expected
to be available for the 2022 enrollment period.
Until the Student Section has Bonfire up and running, all student merchandise is located at the
home office in Madison and shipped out by TRG when orders are placed. In addition, TRG
regularly shares the Student and Postdoc Section newsletters and information regarding the
symposia sessions they recently started holding via Zoom.
TRG continues to work with the editors on the compilation and distribution of Inoculum. This
initiative has been very successful and largely appreciated by MSA membership. The single sign
on (SSO) for Mycologia is fully functional and has greatly reduced management workload by
allowing members to access the journal through the MSA website.
Our accounting team is now providing monthly financial reports to the Treasurer and has
supported the online meeting through procedures for identifying the allocation of receipts and
disbursements for the event. We continue to log all donations received and to provide quarterly
reports to the Endowment Chair and the Treasurer. We also continue to provide tax receipt letters
to the generous MSA donors.
TRG performs a considerable amount of website maintenance. We post all approved job
openings to the MSA website and communicates with the submitters. At the height of the
pandemic, the Education Committee requested the creation of an Online Teaching Resources
section. This was created with permission and additions are made to the various pages as
requested. In addition, a revision of the Awards pages was approved and is 95% completed at
the time of this report. This included the creation of roughly 30 new pages and the revision of
another 25 for consistency.
We are grateful for the opportunity to be part of the MSA team and to work with MSA in meeting
established goals and objectives.
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MSA Finance Committee Report
Matias J. Cafaro, Chair; Henry Van T. Cotter, Vice-Chair; Jessie Glaeser, ex officio, Treasurer;
Marc Cubeta, ex officio, President; D. Jean Lodge, ex officio, Past-Chair; Bill Stoeffler,
Management Group Liaison; David Middleton, Chief Financial Investment Officer
The MSA investment account had a value of $2,142,641.09 on 26 June 2021, an 7.8%
increase of $156,315.18 since last report (beginning value $1,986,325.91 on 31 December
2020). The increase in value of our investments during the first half of 2021 continued to
grow at a pace similar to 2020 – _a remarkable feat given the market volatility in recent
months due to the COVID-19 pandemic and inflation. The investments are managed by our
Chief Financial Investment Officer (CFIO), David Middleton at Middleton Advisory.
Management fees are 0.92% of the investment portfolio, charged as 0.23% quarterly. Our
investments have performed well despite market fluctuations and the Committee is pleased
with the state of our portfolio, which David Middleton adjusts as needed. The investment
market will likely remain volatile and investment income will likely be uncertain for at least
the next few years, especially given the economic impact of the COVID-19 epidemic (see
appended report and outlook from CFIO David Middleton). In the near term, the
government and relief economic package have had a positive impact on the market.
Although, interest rates are expected to increase, and the impact of inflation (5% yearly
expectation) will affect our rate of return (currently 6.1%). The account has over 60%
invested in the stock market, which should allow us to keep up with inflation. We
encouraged the CFIO to increase investment in social and environmental responsible
companies, which he agreed and will continue screening for in the future. We intend to
remain on course for our investment time horizon of at least 15 years, adjusting our
portfolio as needed to maintain balance and stability.
According to the spending plan in our Investment Policy Statement the level of spending
from the pooled endowment fund will generally range from 2% to 6% ($43,000 - $129,000
based on current value). Expenditures for travel and research awards typically fall within
this range so MSA Council should not encounter any restrictions in awarding grants and
awards in 2021 Since travel awards were deferred in the last two meetings, we expect to
have an increase in expenditures, but the bank accounts have approximately $450K in cash
that will support the outflows. In addition, we suggest that $200K should be transferred to
the investment account to bring the account within FDIC insurance limits.
The MSA Finance Committee met on 16 June 2021. We reviewed our Investment Policy
Statement (ISP) and suggested minor changes. The Committee added some wording about
the internal investing expenses to keep the portfolio average expense ratio below 0.3% and
the advisory fees under 1% per annum. The revised version of the IPS with the changes was
approved by all members of the committee.
CFIO David Middleton informed us that Charles Schwab Corporation purchased TD
Ameritrade, which is the trading company servicing our account. He does not expect major
changes for now. The company has not announced a name change yet.
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Annual Report for the Diversity & Inclusion Committee 2020-2021
Part 1: MSA Diversity and Inclusion Committee Board 2020-2021
Geromy Moore (Past Chair), 2018-2021 - Research Microbiologist, USDA-ARS, New
Orleans
Brian Lovett (Chair), 2019-2022 – Postdoctoral Research Associate, West Virginia
University
Anna Bazzicalupo (Vice Chair), 2019-2023 – Postdoctoral Research Associate,
University of British Columbia
Sonya Erlandson (Secretary), 2020-2024 – Postdoctoral Research Associate, USDAARS, NCARL
Abeer Alqurashi (Early Career Member), 2018-2021 – Postdoctoral Research
Associate, Clemson University
Elizabeth Feliciano (Student Member), 2019-2023 – PhD student, University of
Florida
1.1 DivCom will continue to hold monthly meetings to address many important
topics. We are grateful to Abeer Alqurashi and Geromy Moore who are rotating off
of the committee this year after four years of service to our burgeoning committee.
1.2 Elizabeth Feliciano has agreed to enter the “Chair-track” and will become our
Secretary next year. We have a volunteer to fill the role of Early Career Member and
have contacted the student section to recommend a student member for our next
session.
Part 2: Activities through January – July 2021 (monthly meetings)
2.1 DivCom has developed a plan for a diversity page on the MSA website which will
feature DivCom activities, MSA Diversity Award and MSA Interchange Ambassadors
Fund awardees and to host any statements or resources created by MSA DivCom.
This “website within a website” has been proposed to MSA leadership for
implementation via The Rees Group. DivCom is waiting for leadership and the Rees
group to help with the details for setting up the webpage.
2.2 Vice Chair Anna Bazzicalupo has presented MSA leadership with a short Code of
Conduct for Fieldwork document produced by Dr. Patricia Kaishian and Dr. Roo
Vandegrift. We envision this document can be hosted by MSA and distributed to
relevant events and affiliates to build a culture that more intentionally considers
how to mitigate risks during fieldwork. We are waiting for further review from MSA
leadership.
2.3 DivCom wrote a motion to require land acknowledgements in Mycologia articles
recognizing where specimens were collected and where work was conducted. The
aim of this motion is to pay respect to these Indigenous communities, raise
awareness among members about past and present colonial practices and facilitate
connections with Indigenous communities. We received feedback from the
Mycologia editors on this proposal and sent back a response: we expect this will be
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added to the article instructions for authors (as part of the acknowledgements
section) in the near future.
2.4 Our committee has advertised and evaluated applications for the inaugural MSA
Interchange Ambassador award. Awardees have been notified and the DivCom
wrote a small update for Inoculum about the award and the awardees. Awardees
will be recognized at the annual meeting and DivCom will continue to update
membership on Interchange Ambassador activities. For the next cycle, the
committee intends to review and update the Award instructions for applicants to
clarify what the awardees will be expected to deliver.
2.5 DivCom is working to adapt the Diversity Award to shift the focus of the
Diversity Award to funding membership for underrepresented groups in the
Society. This follows the example successfully set by other societies.
2.6 Student Member Elizabeth Feliciano is leading an initiative to encourage ethical
collaborations among mycologists. Ultimately, we would like to encourage members
to collaborate with and recognize contributions by local scientists. We solicited
feedback on ethical collaboration in science with an Inoculum article, but we did not
hear back from membership. We are working on priorities for decolonizing
mycology that we intend to introduce to membership through other means (e.g.,
messages from the President).
2.7 Arrangements for the Diversity Survey. The joint Botany meeting will do a
survey of the cross-society meeting attendees this year. The MSA DivCom has
decided to carry out a survey of the MSA membership independently from the
annual meeting. We are updating the survey carried out in the past and will submit
it for IRB review at the University of West Virginia before it is sent out to
membership later this year.
2.8 MSA DivCom annually updates our meeting recommendations checklist to
encourage inclusion and a safe culture for diverse attendees. Despite the joint and
virtual meeting this year, we provided these recommendations to President Cubeta
to pass along to meeting organizers and discuss with the Executive Council.
2.9 President Cubeta approached our committee to consider how MSA could
support Dr. Matt McCary’s proposal for the NSF LEAPS program (joining other
prominent societies). We enthusiastically supported the idea and recommended
other initiatives that could support this effort: specifically, the updated Diversity
Award, the MSA Interchange Ambassador Award and our recommended Code of
Conduct for Fieldwork.
Dr. Brian Lovett, Dr. Geromy Moore, Dr. Anna Bazzicalupo, Dr. Sonya Erlandson, Dr.
Abeer Alqurashi and Elizabeth Feliciano
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Education Committee, 2021 Annual Report
Emily Cantonwine, Sara Gremillion, Michelle Pearson, Alejandro Rojas, Chance
Noffsinger, Betsy Arnold, ex officio, President-Elect.
The Education Committee’s charge is to “generate interest in, encourage, and
enhance the quality of teaching in the scientific discipline of mycology”.
1. The Committee met eight times throughout the year via Zoom.
2. The Committee set the following priorities per the objectives outlined in the
Manual of Operations.
a. Short-term
i. Continue to develop the Teaching Resources page on the MSA
website.
ii. Develop a teaching spotlight for Inoculum to highlight MSA
educators.
iii. Plan a session &/or social for the 2022 annual MSA meeting.
b. Long-term
i. Improve mycologically-related resources for introductory
biology concepts. For example, add a fungal cell diagram to the
cell chapter.
ii. Developing a MSA Certificate of Excellence for mycologyrelated courses.
3. The Committee submitted a nomination for the Weston Award in February.
4. In March, two committee members (Chance Noffsinger and Sara Gremillion)
presented a mycologically-focused program to a second grade class in the
New York City Public School System via zoom. This collaboration was
initiated by one of the student’s parents, who directed her inquiry to MSA in
December.
5. In June, the first Educator’s Spotlight was published in Inoculum. Dr. Terry
Henkel was selected as the inaugural educator to spotlight in this column.
6. New materials added to the MSA Teaching Resources webpage since the
2020 meeting included 3 lab activities, 4 course syllabi, and recorded
lectures for three mycology-related courses taught online during the
pandemic, two of which included recorded labs.
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7. Due to copyright concerns, sharing educational materials developed with
internet sourced images has been limited. The Committee is working with
the Rees Group to develop a mycological image catalogue of public domain
images to alleviate this issue and support the creation of new sharable
materials.
Respectfully submitted,
Emily Cantonwine
Chair, Education Committee
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MSA Electronic Communication & Web Page Management Committee Annual
Report
1 July, 2021

The MSA Electronic Communication & Web Page Management Committee currently
manages three modes of communication with MSA members and the public at large:
the MSA website (https://msafungi.org) and the MSA social media feeds on Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/msafungi/) and Twitter (https://twitter.com/MSAFungi;
account @MSAFungi). The website serves the following functions:
• A repository for information including the officer and committee rosters, the
MSA Constitution & Bylaws, MSA Manual of Operations, award application
procedures and list of past awardees, and meeting minutes and reports;
• Current and archived issues of Inoculum;
• Links to the Mycologia, MSA Student Section, and current and recent MSA and
IMC conference websites;
• Membership services including joining/renewal and the MSA member directory;
• MSA news and career (studentships and professional job postings) pages
The society maintains social media accounts on Facebook (@msafungi), Twitter
(@MSAFungi), and Instagram (@msafungi). With over 4,000 followers of our Facebook
page and over 4,800 for our Twitter feed, our social media accounts provide a major
promotional function for the society. The Facebook page currently has six
administrators (MSA members Jason Stajich, Antonio Izzo, Tom Volk, and Todd
Osmundson, and Rees Group representatives Cori VanGalder and Kaylee Walters). The
Twitter feed is being managed by Danny Haelewaters. Our Instagram page is
infrequently used.
The MSA Twitter feed provided an excellent complement to the 2020 virtual meeting,
providing a forum for discussion and helping to publicize the meeting events.
Unfortunately, we experienced a loss of our Twitter account from late October 2020 to
early February 2021 when Twitter suspended our account due to “suspicious activity”
(logging in from two continents after our Twitter manager moved to Europe,
accompanied by loss of the US phone number associated with the account). Needless
to say, we are frustrated by the amount of time that it took Twitter to resolve our case.
On the bright side, the account is now functional, and the episode encouraged us to
improve our backup system to reduce the likelihood of similar events in the future.
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MSA “Tweetmaster” Danny Haelewaters continues to do a great job of informing our
followers about MSA news and recent publications of interest to MSA members.
Email communication to MSA members is managed by The Rees Group. Blast emails
to the member email list have contained information including Inoculum submission
deadlines and publication announcements, annual meeting information, election
information, and calls for award nominations.
The MSA website (www.msafungi.org) is our primary repository for society information
as well as the location for job announcements. The website continues to run smoothly
under the management of The Rees Group. Job announcements are received from
submitters (public and private sector) through an email address on the MSA website
that is managed by Cori VanGalder at the Rees Group; Cori then submits the
announcements to the MSA Executive Vice President and MSA Webmaster for
approval prior to posting. Typically, we receive approximately 5 announcements per
month. We would like to encourage MSA members to submit job announcements from
their institutions to the MSA job board to bring them to the attention of MSA
members.
There were no major changes to the website during the past year. We continue to
welcome ideas for content improvements to the website, ideas for increasing our reach
on social media, and ideas for ways that we can improve our online presence and
outreach in order to promote MSA and mycology. I am happy to work with MSA
committees and members that wish to create new content for the website and/or
promote MSA activities through social media outreach. Please feel free to contact me
with any comments or suggestions.
Todd Osmundson, Electronic Communication & Web Page Management Committee
Chair and MSA webmaster
tosmundson@uwlax.edu
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Membership Committee
2021
Teresa Pawlowska, Sarah Bergemann, Jennifer Bhatnagar, Omon Isikhuemhen,
Savannah Gentry, Todd Osmundson, ex officio, Past Chair
The Membership Committee:
1) collaborated with the Diversity & Inclusion Committee and the Student Section to
develop a proposal for revised memberships catagories (below).
2) met with the Education Committee to discuss ways of making mycology teaching
materials available and attractive to educators. This meeting was part of the
ongoing effort of the Membership Committee to increase MSA diversity.
3) provided comments to Marc Cubeta on the Endowment Committee report.
Pulled 26 February 2021. Contact brian.lovett@mail.wvu.edu.
Proposed Revision of MSA Membership Categories
Discounted Memberships: Members from lower to middle income countries (LMIC), as defined by
The World
Bank may request a 50% reduction in membership dues that include online only journal access. If you
reside
in an LMIC, and wish to request a 50% reduction of your membership fee, please contact the MSA
Membership Coordinator, Cori VanGalder via email or at +1 (608) 441-1060 ext. 162.
For pricing information on different membership types and additional benefits of MSA membership,
see
below.
Justification: To increase MSA membership access for international members who would not join
due to the
prohibitive cost of membership.
Individual Member ($90 annually): Any person interested in the study of fungi. Privileges of
individual
membership include the right to vote on Society business, to hold office, to attend meetings of the
Society, to
appear on the program of such meetings, and to receive online access to each of the following: the
official
journal of the Society, the official newsletter of the Society, the membership directory, and other
occasional
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publications.
Justification: To increase MSA membership by emphasizing that membership is open to all people
interested
in the study of fungi.
Post-doctoral Member ($70 annually): A full-time post-doctoral associate endorsed by his or her
project
investigator. Post-doctoral associates qualify for individual membership with all privileges at a
reduced rate for a maximum period of five years.
Justification: To increase MSA membership by recognizing that individuals that are transitioning from
a
graduate degree to a permanent position in academia or industry-related fields are given the
privileges of
MSA membership at a reduced rate.
Student Member ($50 annually): A full-time student in good standing endorsed by his or her major
professor
or department chair. Students qualify for individual membership with all privileges at a reduced rate
for a
maximum period of seven years.
Emeritus Member (Free of charge unless you would like to purchase journal access): A person who
has
retired from active professional employment after having been an individual member of the Society
for
fifteen years or more. The individual must make a request to the Executive Vice President, and upon
recommendation of the Council, Society members may elect such members to emeritus status.
Emeritus
Members shall not pay dues, but shall retain all the privileges of individual members with the
exception that
they will not receive the journal. An Emeritus Member may be an Emeritus Member Subscriber who
elects to
receive the journal at a reduced rate.
Justification: In recognition of the contribution that all members play an instrumental role in the
MSA.
Life Member ($2500 one time): An individual member who pays a one-time life membership fee in
an
amount determined by the Council. A Life Member, upon election by the society, shall have all the
privileges
of an individual member.
Family Members ($20 annually): Family of members qualifying for individual membership. One full
membership fee and a reduced fee for each additional member entitle the family to a single journal
and
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newsletter subscription; otherwise, each Family Member has the full privileges of an individual
member.
Sustaining Member ($278.00 and up annually): An individual or corporation recruited and
recommended for
sustaining membership by the Committee on Sustaining Membership. Sustaining Members must be
must be
approved by the Council. A Sustaining Member shall have the privileges of an individual member as
well as
those specified by the Committee on Sustaining Membership.
Associate Member ($40 annually): An individual who wishes to receive the newsletter of the Society
and/or
attend the annual meetings of the Society. Associate Members will not receive the official journal of
the
Society and may not vote in Society elections or hold office.
Affiliated Society ($90 annually): An organization that represents a community of interest in some
aspect of
mycology. Approval by Council required. Each affiliated organization shall pay annual dues as an
individual
member. It will receive one subscription to each publication of the Society, and it shall be entitled to
one vote
in the business of the Society through its president or other officially designated representative.
Members of
affiliated organizations shall be eligible to attend all meetings of the Society, but shall not be eligible
to hold
office in the Society or to vote on the business of the Society unless qualified under some other
category of
Society Membership.
MycologiaPrint Journal Subscrtiptions (only available to MSA members):
$60 annually for US and Canada
$85 annually for all other countries

2021 Annual Report of the MSA Distinction Committee
The 2021 Distinctions Committee consisted of Gregory Bonito, Lori Carris, Tim James, Anne Pringle, and
Matthew Smith. Applications were received or updated for each of the following distinctions: the
Alexopoulos Prize, the Gordon and Tina Wasson Award, the William H. Weston Teaching Award, and the
Distinguished Mycologist Award.
Applications were made available for consideration by the Committee in late March, 2021. The Committee
met through Zoom on April 9, 2021 to decide on awardees for each category. The potential for implicit and
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explicit bias was discussed by email and during the meeting. This year, we avoided numerical rankings as
these can give a false impression of objectivity in what are essentially qualitative data. Instead, each
Committee member was asked to send the Chair a written assessment (brief!) of each application. The
Committee discussed all nominations thoroughly and members recused themselves from discussion in
cases of close personal affiliation or conflict of interest.
After selections were made, the Committee Chair contacted nominators whose nominees were not awarded
this year and thanked them for their nomination. She did NOT contact nominees directly. She also
reminded nominators that their nominations would carry over to a subsequent year (or subsequent years if
applicable), and that the nomination package can be updated.
Awardees were contacted by the Chair and, after their names were submitted to the MSA President, they
were contacted by President Marc Cubeta with congratulations.
The 2021 Distinctions awardees are:
• Distinguished Mycologist Award: Dr. Joseph Heitman
• Alexopoulos Prize: Dr. László Nagy
• William H. Weston Award for Teaching Excellence in Mycology: Dr. Cathie Aime and Dr. Frances Trail
• Gordon and Tina Wasson Award: Mr. David P. Lewis
Biographies for each awardee were assembled by nominators and submitted to Past-President Anne
Pringle, who coordinated award plaques and photographs for the announcement to be made at the 2021joint
virtual meeting of the MSA/BSA. The Rees Group was notified to handle financial and logistical aspects of
each award, and their help is gratefully acknowledged.
The Committee thanks all who participated in nominating a colleague for a Distinctions Award. The review
process was a compelling reminder of the diverse and outstanding contributions of society members, and
our colleagues, to mycology.
Respectfully submitted by the 2021 MSA Distinctions Committee Chair, Anne Pringle; on behalf of
members Gregory Bonito, Lori Carris, Tim James, and Matthew Smith.
(The Chair also gratefully acknowledges Betsy Arnold, whose 2020 report was used as a template for this
report!)
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MSA Honorary Awards Committee Annual Report
2021 Nominees for MSA Fellow
The MSA Honorary Awards Committee (Kerry O’Donnell, Chair; members Donald H.
Pfister and Rytas Vilgalys). Because Thomas Volk was unable to Chair this Committee,
President Marc Cubeta requested that I continue as Chair, and at his request Rytas
Vilgalys filled a vacancy. The Committee unanimously and enthusiastically supported
the nomination of Drs. Cantrell, Arnold and Miller.
MSA Fellows are selected based on their service to the society, a scholarly record of
mycological research, and teaching/outreach that promotes mycology. The following
three MSA Fellows for 2021 have excelled in each of these areas.
Dr. Sharon A. Cantrell, Ana G. Méndez University in Gurabo, Puerto Rico, has a long
list of service to the MSA, including elected Treasurer, Vice President/PresidentElect/President, Councilor of Systematic and Evolution, International Affairs
Committee, Biodiversity Committee, and currently Chair of the Ethics Committee.
Importantly, in 1998 she was founder and Past President of the Puerto Rican
Mycological Society. Her leadership skills are revealed by her hard work that resulted
in the successful bid for the MSA to host the 11th International Mycological Congress
(IMC) in San Juan, Puerto Rico. In addition to working tirelessly for the MSA, she also
has served as the Vice-President of the IMC. Sharon’s mycological scholarship was
recognized in 2018 by election as Fellow of the International Mycological Association.
In addition to her service to the MSA, Sharon is a dedicated teacher and mentor in
mycology. She has mentored 23 undergraduate students including one from Brazil
and served as Chair or on committees for 20 graduate students in Puerto Rico. She is
also a well-recognized research scientist. Both nominators co-authored multiple
papers in fungal taxonomy and systematics with her. Sharon is an excellent field
mycologist and has contributed significantly to biodiversity research on
Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes in the greater Caribbean basin over the past two
decades. In addition, she has developed knowledge and skills in fungal ecology.
However, one of the most important contributions Sharon has made to the world of
mycology has been her leadership in promoting diversity within and beyond the MSA.
Dr. Andrew (Andy) Miller, Illinois Natural History Survey and University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, has contributed substantial service to the Mycological Society of
America as: Associate Editor, Mycologia; Culture Collection Committee; elected
Councilor of Systematics/Evolution; NSCA representative; Program Committee;
Graduate Student Poster Award judge; and Biodiversity Committee. Also, he is
currently the Executive Vice-President for the International Commission on the
Taxonomy of Fungi (ICTF). Since 2008 Andy has served as Herbarium Director for the
Illinois Natural History Survey. Research in the Miller lab is broadly focused on fungal
diversity (especially pyrenomycetes and other microfungi), the potential of fungi to
produce beneficial secondary metabolites, and advancing digitization of biological
collections. Currently he is the Project Director for the MyCoPortal software suite,
which includes the MyCoPortal (an online portal for over seven million specimen and
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observation records), FDex (a simplified names database, primarily for projecting
taxonomic hierarchy for fungal taxa), and FunGuild (a database of fungal traits). Andy
is PI or Co-PI on 25 grants, including one from NIH and nine from NSF totaling
$18,638,850. With the support from this funding, he has published over 150 peerreviewed publications, including a publication on the oldest fossil mushroom. He has
trained six Post-docs, three visiting scholars, nine Ph.D. students, four Master’s
students and nineteen undergraduate students. In addition to teaching Mycology at
the University of Illinois, Andy is heavily involved in public outreach, having given
numerous talks to school groups, public organizations, and mycological clubs.
Dr. A. Elizabeth (‘Betsy’) Arnold, The University of Arizona, has served MSA in a
number of capacities, including Executive Editor and Review Editor for Mycologia,
as a symposium co-organizer, she has served on five Committees (i.e., Karling
Annual Lecture, Biodiversity, Distinctions, Endowment, and Program), and as an
elected Councilor for Fungal Ecology, Vice President, and she now serves MSA as
President-Elect. Her scholarship has led to seminal breakthroughs in our
understanding of the ecology and evolution of fungal endophytes. Betsy’s
scholarship has spanned an amazing range of topics, from elegant tests of
fundamental ecological theory to discoveries of novel applications for fungal natural
products. Her scholarship was recognized by receipt of MSA’s 2012 Alexopoulos
Prize and 2016 William H. Weston Award, and the International Mycological
Association 2011 AH Buller Medal. She has also received numerous prestigious
awards from The University of Arizona, including recognition in 2013 as an 1885
Distinguished Scholar. She has led workshops at MSA and elsewhere on best
teaching practices and is currently the co-director of a new graduate research
program at the University of Arizona focused on interdisciplinary training in
genomic and ecosystem sciences. In addition, Betsy serves as the curator of the
Gilbertson Mycological Herbarium at the University of Arizona where she has
trained 21 undergraduates and junior curators. She has served as the supervisor or
on the committees of over 50 Master’s or Ph.D. students. Lastly, Betsy has developed
numerous popular undergraduate and graduate courses on microbial/mycological
diversity and teaching workshops for graduate teaching assistants and post-docs.
2021 Nominee for Honorary Member of MSA
A nomination for Honorary Member of MSA was not received by the MSA Honorary
Awards Committee for 2021.
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2021 Annual Report of the MSA Research Awards Committee
The MSA Research Awards Committee for 2020–21 was composed of Andrew
Wilson (Chair), Ari Jumpponen, Camille Truong, Benjamin Wolfe, and Jose
Vargas-Muniz with Greg Mueller as ex-officio representative. Tony Glenn,
Awards Coordinator, and Cori Van Galder, Membership Coordinator (Rees
Group) provided excellent support and are gratefully acknowledged.
Applications for the Robert Lichtwardt, S. Bartnicki-Garcia, Emory Simmons,
Clark T. Rogerson, Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith, John Rippon, and Forest
Fungal Ecology Research Awards were reviewed. Translational Mycology
awards were not offered this year. Twenty-six applications, distributed across the
awards were received. The Forest Fungal Ecology Student and C.T. Rogerson
awards had the highest number of submissions. Fewer applications overall were
received relative to 2020, but the number of awards doubled (12 in 2021 versus 6
in 2020). This was entirely due to the availability of the Forest Fungal Ecology
Research Awards for both student and postdoctoral researchers which was not
available in 2020.
The Research Awards Committee wishes to express its gratitude to an
anonymous donor that contributed $10,000 toward the Forest Fungal Ecology
Research Awards. This enabled the committee to fund multiple applications to
this award, spreading the funds across a variety of projects and student and
postdoctoral awardees.
Each committee member reviewed and ranked each of the applications with
several members providing written comments on the research in the proposal.
Andrew Wilson compiled the individual rankings and shared the ranking and
comments with the full committee. Rankings were discussed and conflicts were
debated until reconciliation was reached based on a consideration of academic
excellence and equity in the distribution of the awards. This ultimately allowed
the committee settle upon the final list of awardees.
2021 MSA Research Award Winners:
Robert W. Lichtwardt Student Research Award: Shelby Meador ($1,000)
John Rippon Graduate Research Award: Spenser Babb-Biernacki ($500)
Clark T. Rogerson Research Award: Francisco Eduardo Perez Pazos ($1,000)
Alexander H. & Helen V. Smith Award: Gary Olds ($1,200)
Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia Research Award: Caroline Burks ($500)
Emory Simmons Research Award: Rebecca Harkness ($10,000)
Forest Fungal Ecology Research Award – Student: M. Fabioloa Pulido-Chavez
($2,000); Elena Karlsen-Ayala ($1,750); Jessie Marlenee ($1,250); Anne
Polyakov ($1,250)
Forest Fungal Ecology Research Award – Postdoc: Emily Putnam ($2,460);
Brian Lovett ($1,290)
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Respectfully Submitted, Andrew Wilson Chair, MSA Research Awards
Committee
2021 Annual Report of the Mentor Student Travel Award Committee
The committee received a total of four applications for the 2021 MSA meeting. The
committee felt that all of the students were worthy of an award.
Donald Walker (chair), Jane Stewart, Vinson Doyle, Ryoko Oono
Caroline Burks, University of Georgia, Dr. Marin Brewer, Azole resistant Aspergillus
fumigatus, mentor award Margaret Barr Bigelow
Francisco Eduardo Perez Pazos, University of Minnesota, Dr. Peter Kennedy,
ectomycorrhizal host specificity, mentor award William C. Denison
Annakay Abrahams, University of Georgia, Dr. Marin Brewer, Vector
associations of blueberry pathogen, Exobasidium maculosum, mentor award
Ralph Emerson
Lisa Markovchick, Northern Arizona University, Dr. Catherine
Gehring, mycorrhizal fungi and wildlife habitat, mentor award Orson & Hope
Miller

Caroline Burks is a second-year master's student at the
University of Georgia. She is studying plant pathology under
the direction of Dr. Marin Brewer. Before joining the Brewer
lab, she received her B.S. in bioenvironmental sciences at Texas
A&M University. She is currently studying azole-resistance in
the human pathogen Aspergillus fumigatus present on
commercial plant products. However, at MSA 2021 she plans to
present a synopsis of her upcoming review over azole-resistance
in Aspergillus fumigatus in environments across the world.
After her expected graduation in December 2021, she plans on
pursuing her interests in human pathogenic fungi and fungal
genetics in Austin, TX.
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Eduardo Pérez-Pazos was born and raised in Mexico City,
where he lived his entire life before moving into the Twin
Cities for studying his Ph.D. in Ecology, Evolution, and
Behavior program at the University of Minnesota (Peter
Kennedy´s Lab). He did his Undergraduate and Master's
studies at UNAM, where he also worked as a teacher of
several Fungal Biology and Ecology courses. Now, Eduardo
is studying the ectomycorrhizal fungal genus Rhizopogon and
its degree of host specificity. He aims to discover if host
specificity can be broken apart when the right ecological
context is present. This means, when does this genus is able to
associate with non-Pinoid host trees and how strong are these
interactions. One of the most interesting aspects of his
research is that these Anomalous Symbioses (ASym) are rare in nature, so he is
developing seminatural bioassays to test the endurance of these associations when they
are exposed to the fungal community that inhabits forest soils. Besides doing
experiments, Eduardo enjoys cooking, dancing (salsa), drawing, mushroom hunting, and
growing cacti back at home in Mexico City.
Annakay Abrahams is a PhD Candidate in the Department of Plant
Pathology at the University of Georgia under the supervision of Dr.
Marin Brewer. Her research focuses on understanding the biology
and genetic architecture of the pathogen that causes Exobasidium
Leaf and Fruit Spot disease of blueberry, Exobasidium maculosum.
The project aims to understand why the pathogen has such a high
level of genetic diversity, why it emerged and whether there is a
vector involved in disease transmission. She is particularly
interested in host-pathogen interactions and how the genetic
structure of plant pathogens drives emergence, pathogenicity,
evolution, and adaptation. She enjoys travelling, music, and
gardening.
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Lisa Markovchick is a PhD candidate in Dr.
Catherine Gehring’s lab at Northern Arizona
University, where she studies the roles
mycorrhizae in boosting reforestation, habitat
quality, and water access and retention in
ecosystems. Prior to this, Lisa served as a
Department of Defense civilian biologist for a
decade, managing fire risk, and endemic plants
and birds for the Navy. She earned her MS in
plant and fire ecology from San Diego State
University, and a BA in education and
psychology from Victoria University in New
Zealand. Lisa has created, developed and led
large restoration, management, and citizen
science projects for over 20 years. Lisa is looking
forward to meeting more MSA members in person, and sharing research and resources
with other mycologists!

2021 Annual Report of the MSA Student Awards Committee
The MSA Research Awards Committee for 2020–21 was composed of Mia Maltz
(Chair), Maj Padamsee, Brandon Hassett, and Astrid Ferrer, with Jason Slot
as ex-officio representative. Our committee acknowledges Tony Glenn, MSA
Awards Coordinator, Marin Talbot Brewer, MSA Executive Vice President, and
Marc Cubeta, MSA President, for their ongoing guidance and information
provided throughout the year. We also gratefully acknowledge the support
received from Cori VanGalder, Membership Coordinator (Rees Group), and
Heather Hallen-Adams, Program Director of the 2021 MSA Annual Meeting, for
their skillful organization and communication with membership and Annual
Meeting organizers, both within and across societies. The extraordinary efforts
contributed by these individuals were greatly appreciated.
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This year we received thirteen applications for student awards: seventeen
applications for MSA Graduate Fellowships, two of whom also applied for the
Backus Award and NAMA Memorial Fellowship, with two more unique applicants
for either Backus Award or NAMA Memorial Fellowship. We received one
application for the Undergraduate Research Award. We communicated with Else
Vellinga and Barbara Ching, President of NAMA, about the NAMA-sponsored
fellowship; NAMA encourages the MSA Student Awards Committee to include
selection criteria for applicants demonstrating field knowledge, skill, and interest
in fungal taxonomy or identification.
Each committee member reviewed and ranked every application, with several
members providing written comments on the research in the proposal. Mia Maltz
compiled the individual rankings and shared ranking and comments with the full
committee. Rankings were discussed, ties were considered, and conflicts were
debated until reconciliation was reached based on merit and diversity in the
distribution of the awards. Ties were voted by the entire MSA Student Awards
Committee. The Committee proposed “Honorable Mentions,” for highly ranking
candidate not awarded during this academic year. Results were also
communicated to the MSA Research Awards Committee to ensure the same
students did not receive multiple awards. Ultimately, our committee settled upon
the final list of awardees.
Awardees were informed on April 19th, 2021 via email
2021 MSA Student Award Winners:
MSA Graduate Fellowships: Paris Hamm and Austen Apigo;
NAMA Memorial Fellowship: Rachel Swenie;
Myron P. Backus Research Award: Taryn Mueller;
Undergraduate Award: Kelcie Walther.
Each year during the annual meeting, the MSA recognizes the best oral and
poster presentations of graduate and undergraduate students. Two MSA
Graduate Research Prizes (Meredith Blackwell and John Taylor Best Oral
Presentation Awards) of $200 each are awarded annually to the two best oral
research papers in mycology presented by graduate students at the annual MSA
meeting. Two MSA Graduate Research Prizes of $200 each are awarded
annually to the two best posters in mycology presented by graduate students at
the annual MSA meeting. Best undergraduate oral and poster presentations are
also recognized with $100 awards, respectively.
We are now heading into the 2021 Annual Meeting: Botany 2021. The virtual
format will be used during our joint meeting with the Botanical Society of
America, as well as other participating societies. We will be reviewing an
expected 53 audio recordings and posters from graduate and undergraduate
students. Most submissions come from graduate students, with three
undergraduate students submitting abstracts for oral talks and five
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undergraduate students competing for awards for the best student poster.
Judges from the MSA Student Awards Committee with minimum qualifications of
a PhD in a Mycology related field will be selected from volunteers requested
through the MSA email list. Graduate student awardees for both oral and poster
presentations must be current MSA members. Undergraduate student oral and
poster presenters may be considered for either undergraduate award, regardless
of membership or attendee type.
We will review, judge, and celebrate the exceptional research presented by these
students at the virtual meeting.
Submitted by, Mia Maltz Chair, MSA Student Awards Committee, 2020-21.

18 July 2021
Endowment Committee Report
I. Endowment Jan to July 2021
Thanks to all donors!
Direct donations to MSA funds $1,589
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Nancy Weber book donation. MSA has gratefully accepted the donation
of Nancy Weber’s library of mycological books. In 2019, Nancy arranged
with her relative Marvin Weber to organize the donation to MSA. Nancy’s
library of mycological books is deep and it is especially rich in systematic
literature. It includes volumes that Nancy collected, as well as books from
her parents, Helen and Alexander Smith.
In 2019, Nancy’s health was failing due to Parkinson’s disease and she
died on Dec. 19, 2020 (for an obituary, see
https://obits.mlive.com/us/obituaries/annarbor/name/nancy-weberobituary?pid=197412329). Marvin emailed that “Nancy instructed me to
sell these books at auction and have the proceeds divided equally
between the Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith Fund and the endowment
committee of MSA to be distributed at their discretion.”
The first set of books, mostly field guides were auctioned in 2019. To
comply with Nancy’s wishes, we matched $500 of the auction proceeds,
donating the $500 to the Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith Fund to match
the ~$500 raised by sales of the other books.
MSA’s Executive is working toward a plan for the remaining books
including many systematic monographs. Meredith Blackwell and Don
Pfister have looked over the inventory and suggested volumes that are
rare and valuable enough so that they should be given to a library. Look
forward to seeing many of the other books from Nancy’s collection in
MSA auctions in the next couple of years.
Auction. Our 2021 auction will be online but with live auctioneer David
Geiser. All MSA members are invited to participate. All payments will be
handled by the Rees Group. Many thanks to this year’s donors who
agreed not only to donate, but to mail items to the winning bidder/
II. Endowment from Jan-Dec 2020:
Direct donations to 30 different MSA funds: $24,902. The total includes a
generous donation of $10,465 to the Board Designated Forest Fungi fund.
Members who donated to MSA funds at the end of 2020 had the option of
receiving a matching donation to a food bank of their choice, until the
matching money was fully committed. Thanks to the MSA benefactors who
provided over $2000 in matching funds for the food banks.
Auction. Our 2020 online auction was organized by the Rees group.
Endowment committee members sent personal emails to MSA members
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to solicit donations. Many thanks to the 2020 donors who agreed not only
to give up their treasures, but to mail these items to the winning bidders.
While the total income was far short of an MSA in-person auction (eg,
$11,965.71 in 2019), we considered the 2019 auction a success for its
contribution to community engagement.
Auction gross earnings:
$2256
Auction expenses, approximate: $1460
Auction net earning, approximate: $796
T-shirt sales netted MSA $545

III. Overall pattern of MSA donations: Concerning downward trend
We continue to worry about the pattern of declining donations over the last
couple of years.
We recommend that MSA re-add a donations page that must be navigated
before renewal. This could be modelled on the website of the Botanical
Society of America, which has a page of donations options that must be
viewed before renewal is completed. Adding an obligatory view of the
donations page requires change to MSA webpages which may be
technically difficult but will be justified by the tens of thousands of dollars
that it brings to the society every year.
The current, streamlined MSA website allows renewal without having
members scroll past a donations page. To reverse the drop in donations,
change in webpage structure is important. Renewal is the best time to
solicit donations because it is the one time when MSA has the attention of
all of its members, each with a credit card handy.
MSA members who might be quite willing to donate are typically hurrying
to renew and go on to the next task. They tend not to click an extra button
to make a donation unless the donations page is in their path and donating
is at no cost to their convenience.

Overall donations
Calendar year
2020

Total donations
$24,902
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comments
$10,465 to the
Board

Designated
Forest Fungi fund
2019
2018

$26,084
$94,982.86

2017

$62,628.72

Includes $40,000
to Applied
Mycology Award
and $10,000 to
uncommitted
Endowment
Includes $17,500
Applied Mycology
award and
$17,605 to Forest
Ecology Award

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Berbee, Endowment Chair (2018-2021)
Committee Members
Peter Avis (2016-2021)
Megan Romberg (2020-2024)
Antonio Izzo (2020-2024)
Paris Hamm, Student Rep (2020-2021)
Jessie Glaeser, ex officio, Treasurer
Marc Cubeta, ex officio, President
Don Hemmes, ex officio, Past Chair

MSA Program Committee report, 2 July, 2021
Plans for Botany 2021 Virtual! (yes, the exclamation point is part of it), which includes
MSA’s annual meeting for 2021, are moving full steam ahead, with the meeting to be
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held July 18-23 and most content beginning on Monday, July 19, the official opening day
of the meeting.
105 abstracts were submitted under various “Mycology” headings: 53 talks (“papers”)
and 52 posters, which are scheduled throughout the meeting (Monday through Friday).
Additionally, MSA members have submitted some abstracts under different topical
headings (Education, Symbioses, etc.). In addition to talks and posters, MSA content
includes:
• Workshop on Finding consensus through policy: navigating polarizing issues to
respond to MSA membership concerns (Sunday, July 18 10 am Eastern)
•
•

Symposium on Gene regulatory networks in fungal development and
morphogenesis – towards fungal evo-devo (Monday, 10 am – 2:30 pm)
MSA Presidential Address (Monday 1:30-2:30 pm)

•

MSA Business Meeting (Tuesday, 7-8 pm Eastern)

•
•

Botany 2021 and ASPB Special Symposium (Wednesday 11:00 am – 2:00 pm),
on symbioses: includes talks on lichens, AM, and bacterial endosymbionts of
Mucoromycota
MSA Student Section Board Meeting (Wednesday 7-8:30 pm)

•
•
•
•
•

MSA Student Section Job Panel (Thursday, noon – 1:15 pm)
Karling Lecture (Thursday 1:30-2:30 pm)
MSA Musicians Jam Session (Thursday, 4:00-5:00 pm)
MSA Student Presentation Awards (Thursday, 6:30-7:00 pm)
MSA Auction and Social (Thursday, 7-10 pm)

The bulk of the MSA program can be found at
https://botanyconference.org/engine/search/index.php?func=program&program=no&soci
ety=66#subprogram, which can be navigated to by choosing “Detailed Programs” under
the “Program/Schedule” options, then choosing “MSA”, then clicking on the
subheadings.
Thursday is kind of a big day for us, with the Karling lecture, musicians jam session, and
the auction, which will feature a live component this year with David Geiser reprising his
role as auctioneer, as well as a silent auction. We had a lot of fun testing the live auction
functionality along with Bill and Cori from the Rees group and our BSA colleagues and it
should be entertaining.
Guidance on recording and/or uploading talks and posters have been sent out by Johanne
Stogran of BSA to all people who indicated that they were presenting authors; all
submitted talks and posters should be prerecorded and uploaded by July 12. More details
on the conference homepage, botanyconference.org.
Respectfully submitted,
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Heather Hallen-Adams
2021 Annual Report of the Karling Lecture Committee
The MSA Karling Committee for 2021 consisted of Alisha Quandt (Chair), Kevin
Garcia, Peter Kennedy, and student representative, Tania Kurbessoian.
In discussions that took place during August and September 2020, the committee
considered 28 candidates that included nominees from previous years in addition to
several new outstanding nominees. An effort was made to nominate a more diverse pool
of applicants for the Karling Lecture, and we hope that in the future more nominees will
be added from countries outside of the USA and EU. Each committee member
generated a ranked list of 5 individuals from the entire candidate list. Seven candidates
received at least one ranked vote. Two nominees received very high rank among all
members and their names were forwarded to the MSA Council. The Council
subsequently approved the invitation of both nominees.
Luckily, Professor Anita Sil accepted our invitation and will be this year’s Karling
Lecturer. Dr. Anita Sil is a Professor in Microbiology and Immunology and a Howard
Hughes Investigator at the University of California San Francisco School of Medicine. Dr.
Sil received both her MD and PhD from the University of California San Francisco, and
her lab has worked for decades studying the mechanisms and basic biology of medically
important fungi such as Histoplasma and Coccidioides. Dr. Sil is a leader in infectious
disease research for which she is known for her excellent work on fungal pathogen
evasion of the innate immune response due to changes in environmental conditions. As
a Karling Lecturer she will help merge the chasm between the medical mycology and
MSA communities. Dr. Sil’s lecture is entitled, “Regulation of cell shape and virulence in
response to temperature in the fungal pathogen Histoplasma.” Dr. Sil plans to give her
lecture live virtually, as this year’s meeting will again be held virtually.
Finally, the MSA President, the MSA Executive Council, the MSA Historian,
along with the Karling Committee Chair have been working this year to implement a
couple of structural changes to the Karling Lectureship. First, an introduction to the
Karling Lecture and John Karling himself has been written and will precede the
introduction of the Lecturer. Second, we hope to establish an annual ‘Karling Lecture
article’ in a subsequent issue of Mycologia written by that year’s Karling Lecturer. Since
this was conceived in the middle of this year, we requested this article months after the
Lecturer had agreed to give the address, and so she was unable to commit to writing
one for this year. We recommend that future Karling Committee Chairs make this
request at the outset of inviting a nominated lecturer, so that they have the advance
notice to be able to make this commitment going forward.
—MSA Karling Annual Lecture Committee
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Nominations Committee Report

The Committee consisted of Jim Anderson, David
Hibbett, Georgiana May, Tina Melie, Greg Mueller
and Amy Rossman, Chair. We completed the task by
developing a list of nominees to be compared with
those nominated by the MSA members. From those we
discussed our top candidates and listed two or
three suggestions by priority for each open office
(VP, Executive VP, and the four Councilor
categories). The ranked list was sent to VP Julia
Kerrigan on 23 February, 2021
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Annual Report MSA Student and Postdoc Section
July 2021
Part 1: MSA Student and Postdoc Section Executive Board 2020-2021
Elections this year will be open from June 16th, 2021 - July 16th, 2021, with the
announcement of newly elected officers directly after.
Chair: Rob Powers, University of Michigan
Vice-Chair: Tania Kurbessoian, University of California - Riverside
Secretary: KC Cifizzari (Washington State University)
Treasurer: Soleil Young (University of Wisconsin – Madison)
Communication Chair: Gillian Bergmann (University of California, Davis)
Merchandise Chair: Lynn Harrow (University of Wisconsin – Madison)
Webmaster: Maria-Jose Romero-Jimenez, Western Illinois University
Postdoctoral Representative: Arthur Grupe (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Past-Chair: (automatic transition from Chair, non-voting) Rebecca Shay, Michigan State
University
Part 2: August 2020 – July 2021 Year in Review
2.1 Activities at Mycology in the Cloud
At the 2020 MSA Mycology in the Cloud Virtual meeting, the Student Section held a
moderated career panel for students to ask questions and learn about diverse career
paths in mycology. The panel consisted of Jessie Uehling, Rosanne Healy, Chris Smyth,
Rachel Koch Bach, Maureen Quinn, and Dimitri Mollov. It was moderated by MSA
Student Section Board members. Attendance was excellent, with over 100 participants
on the Zoom session. Feedback from students was uniformly positive.
Additionally, the MSA Student Section Board held our annual meeting, attended by past
and current Board members and current MSA student and postdoc members. The
meeting consisted of updating members on what the Student Section is currently doing
and soliciting suggestions from attendees of what they would like the Student Section to
do in the future. The meeting had approximately 50 attendees and we received
excellent ideas and feedback from the attendees.
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Online T-shirt sales from Mycology in the Cloud brought in $265
2.2 Outreach
A) Social Media Presence
As of July 2, 2021, the Student Section MSA Facebook page has 8800 likes [ +745
since August 2020] , the Twitter account (@MSAStudents) has 2,930 followers
[+1036] and our Instagram account (msastudentsection) has 165[+82] followers.
B) MSA Student Section Website
The Webmaster updated the Student Section website, including creation of new
sections, removal of irrelevant or outdated content, and archived previous
Student Spotlights. Archived Student Spotlights are available at:
https://msastudents.org/student-spotlights/archived-student-spotlights/
C) Newsletters
The Communication Chair and Webmaster created 8 newsletters. A total of 14
Student Spotlights were written by the Communication Chair and published in
newsletters during the 2020-2021 academic year. We have also been soliciting
fungal photos on our social media pages. We have fully transitioned to using
Canva for newsletter design, and the newsletters are now sent directly to all
student section members by the Rees Group.
D) Monthly Online Mycology Colloquium
At the Student Section Board Meeting during Mycology In the Cloud (2020),
numerous students suggested that the Student Section hold panels, talks, and
other virtual get-togethers throughout the year. After polling the students and
postdocs, the Student Section began organizing and hosting a monthly, hour
long, online Mycology Colloquium. Each colloquium consists of one to two
students or postdocs delivering a talk on their research or other topics in
mycology. We have held six colloquia thus far in 2021, with a total of eleven
invited speakers. Each session has been well attended with an average of 25-50
attendees watching over Zoom. We have also received waivers from some of the
participants to publish the talks for future viewing via our YouTube page
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzMUz474HUiMJB2m34gQ9bA).
E) Increased Communication with MSA Student Representatives on Committees
Traditionally there has not been a set mode of communication between the MSA
Student Section Board and student representatives that serve on committees.
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Because of the overlap of interests, ideas, and initiatives of the MSA Student
Section Board and the students on committees, we have initiated a once-persemester virtual meeting with the MSA Student Section Board and Student reps.
We have also set up an email list that contains all of the Student Section Board
and students serving on committees.
2. 3 Student Section By-Law Change Name Change
The previous by-laws for the MSA Student Section listed the official name as "The
Student Section of the Mycological Society of America" with no mention of postdoctoral
members, when in fact we have a postdoctoral representative on the Student Section
Board and our events and outreach are geared to both students and postdocs. On Oct.
29th 2020, the MSA Student Section Board voted unanimously to put a vote out to all
MSA Student Section Members asking:
“Shall the MSA Student Section amend its by-Laws so that the official name shall
be "The Mycological Society of America Student and Postdoc Section”?
An email was sent from the Rees group to all members of the Student Section explaining
the rationale for changing the by-laws and asking them to vote. The vote was open from
Nov. 16th -> Dec. 16th 2020. A total of 41 votes were received, with 92.7% supporting
the proposed change.
2.4 Merchandise Migration to Bonfire
The Student Section’s primary source of funding comes from donation money from Tshirts and merchandise. Previously, we had an unwieldy system involving Paypal with
the Rees group maintaining inventory and having emails of purchases forwarded to
them for fulfillment. In consultation with the Rees Group, we have transitioned to a
Bonfire storefront for all of our merchandise sales. Bonfire allows us to not have to pay
up-front for, or manage, inventory or fulfillment, and allows for a greater variety of
sizes, styles, colors, and designs for student section merchandise. Our current physical
inventory will be kept for the next in-person MSA Annual Meeting, but as of July 2021
we are fully transitioning new merchandise sales to Bonfire.
2.5 Finances
The Student Section has a total balance of $3207.97 with $1,956.18 residing in the
Student Section PayPal account as of July 7, 2021. With Jessie Glaser’s approval as
Treasurer of Council, moving forward we will typically spend money out of our Student
Section PayPal account when purchases are made, to avoid reimbursement delays for
any students.
2.6 Student and Postdoc Section Events at Annual Meeting: Botany 2021
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For this year’s annual meeting, in addition to hosting a MSA Student and Postdoc
section Board Meeting open to all who wish to attend, we will be hosting an hour long
mentorship lunch panel. The panel will be geared toward students and postdocs with
the goal of providing ideas on mentorship. Specifically, this panel will address how to be
a good mentor and what to look for in a good mentor, as well as, on the flip side, how to
be a good mentee and get the best-out of a mentor/mentee relationship. The panel will
consist of members Dr. Carolee Bull, Dr. Arthur Grupe, Dr. Ashley Shad
Memorials Editor Midyear Report
Meredith Blackwell
16 June 2021
1) General information
• Getting writers for full memorials for Mycologia is often difficult. Although people
may agree initially, several years may pass before the memorial appears. Shorter
memorials or very short notices are usually fast. John Taylor has a solution: write
your own memorial or at least send a recent CV to a former student or younger
colleague you can trust to submit it after your death!
•

I have not seen all memorials before or even after they are submitted to Inoculum
or Mycologia. I have no problem with this other than it is difficult to keep track of
progress for reports.

•

Published memorials are no longer available as open access articles as was
supposed to be routine. Open access memorials are good PR for Mycologia and
MSA. It is important to always title them “In Memoriam” and to have a section title
“Memorial” so the publisher can be certain to make it open access.

•

Several years ago Keith Seifert had a good idea, and memorials listed several
papers published by the subject in Mycologia as open access for several months.
This was not done for ML Farr and maybe others.

2) Unassigned
• Lafayette Frederick (March 9, 1923 -- December 29, 2018) see
https://www.aaas.org/5-things-about-me-biologist-lafayette-frederick;
https://www.the-scientist.com/supplement/lafayette-frederick-48196. Fred’s death
was not known until an obituary was discovered by accident; apparently the
society was not contacted.
3) Assigned
• Jack D. Rogers (September 3, 1937 - June 14, 2021) – Julia Kerrigan will be in
charge of assembling information from Jack’s many colleagues and students.
See https://news.wsu.edu/2006/03/17/enthusiastic-for-his-vocation/ and a video
at https://news.wsu.edu/2014/05/14/a-new-future-for-fungi-from-the-past/
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-Festschrift-in-Honor-of-Professor-JackD.-Rogers-Glawe-Ammirati/5d071f2958cc7e98b41818c7aa479b8aea1c765a
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•

Stanley J. Hughes (September 17, 1918 -- November 7, 2019) – Keith Seifert
and Scott Redhead.

4) Memorials published in Mycologia
• Jos Wessels, 30 May 1934–30 October 2019, Han A. B. Wösten (2020)
Mycologia 112: 852-855, DOI: 10.1080/00275514.2020.1754055
•

Donald John Stoddart Barr, 18 September 1937-20 November 2018. Martha J.
Powell, Joyce E. Longcore, and Scott A. Redhead (2020) Mycologia 112:847851, DOI: 10.1080/00275514.2020.1749510

•

Marie Leonore “Lennie” Farr, 6 September 1927–13 May 2014. President of
MSA: The First Woman. Amy Rossman. 2021. In Memoriam: Marie Leonore
(Lennie) Farr, 6 September 1927 – 13 May 2014. First woman president of MSA.
Mycologia 113:509-511, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1080/00275514.2020.1836901

•
5) Work in Progress
• Cletus Paul Kurtzman – Antonis Rokas, Tom Jeffries
•

Ian Ross (May 22, 1930 -- November 29, 2019) -- Iris Charvat

6) Published in Inoculum and additional URLs provided for more information
• Notice: Donald J.S. Barr - MSA Past President (September 18, 1937 - November
20, 2018) Jim Ginns February 2019:s.n.

•

In Memoriam: Jonathan D. Walton June 16, 1953 - October 18, 2018
February 2019:s.n. corrected url
https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/lsj/obituary.aspx?n=jonathanwalton&pid=192073373 http://msafungi.org/memoriam_jonathan_walton/
https://prl.natsci.msu.edu/news-events/news/jonathan-walton-1953-2018/

•

In Memoriam: Edward "Eddie" Anthony Hillman, III July 23, 1992 - November 25,
2018 February 2019:s.n. corrected url http://msafungi.org/memoriam_hillman/
Josh Herr https://plantpathology.unl.edu/PathogeNews2019.pdf

•

In Memoriam: Charles L. "Bud" Kramer (April 4, 1928 - June 26, 2019) Inoculum
September 2019:s.n. Jose Herrera.

•

In Memoriam: Cardy [Carlene Allen] Raper (January 9, 1925 - September 5,
2019) Nancy Keller. September 2019:s.n.

•

In Memoriam: Samuel J. Mazzer. April 8, 1934 – (September 21, 2019). Jean
Lodge. Inoculum February 2020:s.n.

•

In Memoriam: Doug Eveleigh (December 6, 1933 - December 30, 2019).
Inoculum February 2020:s.n. J.W. Bennett.
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•

In Memoriam: Ian Ross (May 22, 1930 -- November 29, 2019) – Inoculum
February 2020:s.n. (correction: Stephen Poole, NOT Meredith Blackwell)

•

In Memoriam: Nick Read (December 7, 1954 – March 21, 2020) –Inoculum June
2020:s.n. John W. Taylor

•

In Memoriam: Dorothy McMeekin (1932-2020). Tall and Strong and Smart, J. W.
Bennett. Inoculum October 2020:9.

•

Steven E. Carpenter (October 15, 1951 - June 9, 2020) Inoculum (upcoming)
Amy Rossman.

•

Harold G. Brotzman (September 18, 1941 – July 9, 2020) Inoculum (upcoming)
Meredith Blackwell.

7) Acknowledgements
I thank Marin Brewer and Marc Cubeta for their helpful involvement.

Historian Annual Report
Meredith Blackwell
16 June 2021
1) [This is repeated information from earlier reports]
“The main activity of the archivist was to negotiate an agreement with the Hunt
Institute for Botanical Documentation, Pittsburgh, through J. Dustin Williams,
Archivist and Research Scholar, to move the MSA Archives from its historical
home at the NYBG. The advantage of the move is that the HIBD is an archive
and would archive the MSA materials over time at no charge to MSA. Materials
that are of interest would be scanned and made available to MSA. Because the
HIBD encourages research on its collections, the materials would be available to
researchers (e.g., history of mycology in the USA, numbers of students hired in
the field, trends in costs of the journal). Sarah Bergemann visited NY in the
winter [2018] and will provide an update on the materials that are to be moved.
Hopefully the funds approved by MSA Council in 2016 are still available.”
The future depends on submitting digital materials to J. Dustin Williams
<jdustin@andrew.cmu.edu>, Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation or to me
<mblakwell@lsu.edu>. Please send with the notice “to be added to the MSA
Archives.” Flash drive or electronic transmittal is OK. Please let me know if you
submit directly.
New information for 2021:
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2) The Rees Group and President Marc Cubeta requested information on awards;
the information was needed to respond to questions from an administrator who
was notified of a MSA award winner. I began writing short descriptions and
biographies for named awards. The Alexopoulos Prize was completed and sent
to the Rees Group.
3) I wrote a memorial for John Karling for the introduction of the Karling Lecture.
There had never been a Mycologia memorial for Karling, but there was lots of
information easily available on the Internet, although it was scattered.
4) A short Story Corps-type series of recorded interviews suggested by the Reed
Group and tentatively called Truffle Tales, is being developed with President
Cubeta and the Rees Group. Although a number of topics have been suggested,
others will be solicited from members.
5) An entry for Inoculum about the 2020 Charles Thom awardee, Nancy Keller, was
submitted; this included a short biography of MSA charter member Charles
Thom.
Report from the liaison of MSA with amateur mycologists 2020/2021
In the first place I encourage MSA members to reach out to amateur groups in their
area, to provide talks for the general public, engaging students in presenting their
work for non-scientists, and also engagement in observation platforms by helping
others to identify their mushroom finds.
The focus this year was in three different areas:
1. Liaising with NAMA (North American Mycological Associtation) about the NAMA
graduate student award ; collaborating with the NAMA secretary about the speakers
list on the NAMA web site, and the book lists; spreading the word about the
possibility for amateurs to attend MSA meeting this summer at a reduced rate.
2. Activities in FunDiS (Fungal Diversity Survey) conservation group, working on the
west coast rare fungi challenge.
3. Engaging more professional mycologists in identifying mushroom photos posted
on iNaturalist.org and mushroomobserver.org by writing an article for Inoculum.
And lastly, active in giving talks for various mushroom societies and the general
public, identifying mushrooms on iNaturalist, and identifying mushrooms for
concerned pet owners.
Do contact me if you would like to be more involved in some of these efforts!
else c vellinga phd
2 July 2021
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